
See exactly what’s running in your execution path, 
instantly pinpoint unusual behaviors, and make
informed decisions with Runtime Protection.

With Runtime Protection, security teams can filter out and pinpoint vulnerabilities that lie within
the application’s execution path and automatically eliminate the CVEs hanging out in zombie code. 

The result? A 60-90% reduction in vulnerabilities and software attack surface size. 

Get crystal clarity in runtime
Deploy Runtime Protection in minutes and immediately 
receive scan results on all of your running containers. 
See the big picture, zoom in on what’s critical, and ignore 
the CVEs that don’t matter.

• See your runtime execution path

• Prioritize with precision using runtime intelligence

Baseline activity with runtime intelligence
Runtime Protection composes a baseline of container 
activity that will inform your optimization and remediation 
strategy. It’ll also immediately detect unusual software 
usage and protect your production infrastructure with 
meaningful, actionable alerts.

• Lower your compute overhead to less than 1%

• Remediate on your terms with baseline data 

• Shift the conversation from CVEs to code quality

Secure and harden workloads
Remove 60-90% of your total vulnerabilities in a day. Automatically secure all of your unused components 
and shrink your software attack surface – without burdening dev teams. RapidFort will immediately detect 
unusual software usage and protect your production infrastructure with meaningful, actionable alerts.

• Eliminate up to 90% of your patch backlog – instantly

• Harden your containers automatically

• Future-proof your CVEs

• Secure third party software

Runtime Protection



RapidFort’s Runtime Protection toolset is rethinking a massive and timely problem that 
cybersecurity teams face: CVE remediation. Instead of chasing enormous patch backlogs, 
shipping late, etc., companies will be able to focus only on the vulnerabilities that lie within 

their applications execution path and let RapidFort secure the rest.

Philip Martin, Chief Security Officer of Coinbase
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How we compare
Learn how Runtime Protection offers the most complete way for teams to secure their applications at runtime.

Integrate RapidFort directly into your existing workflows
and tech stack

Detect and prioritize vulnerabilities
within the execution path

RapidFort
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Automatically remediate and harden
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Talk with us and get Runtime Protection today 
Not ready to chat? Learn more about our new capabilities here.

https://go.rapidfort.com/demo-with-katrina
https://runtime.rapidfort.com/

